First Semester in ENST

• Submit *Study Plan* in ENST 500
• Begin to *SCOPE* out ideas for Project
• Keep eyes open for potential *Advisor*

Penultimate Semester

• Submit *Graduation Check* to Admissions & Records
• Submit *ENST 597 Project Form* to ENST Office in order to obtain permit to register for final semester
  o *Need Signature from Advisor*

Ultimate Semester

Beginning of Ultimate Semester

• Establish a schedule of meetings and deadlines with Project Advisor

One Month Prior to End of Semester

• Final draft should be completed and submitted to Advisor for review

Due in ENST Office by Final Day of Exam Period

• Submit *Notification of Completion Form*
• Submit *Hardbound Copy of Project* with approved and signed title page (or receipt from bookstore for binding)
• Advisor must submit *Grade Change Forms* (if applicable)